TS03F Ethics

• An interactive discussion on International Ethics and FIG’s relationship with the International Ethics Standards (IES) Coalition

Chair – Gary Strong, RICS, UK
FIG Representative to the IES Coalition
International Ethics Standards Coalition

Creating an ethics standard for global land, real estate and construction professionals
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- Where are we now?

1. Coalition formed and now over 70 members - [https://ies-coalition.org/members/](https://ies-coalition.org/members/)
2. Std setting committee (SSC) formed
3. Draft international standard published
4. Draft std out for consultation during April 2016
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• Where are we now?

1. Std Setting Committee will consider comments, and publish final standard July/Sep 2016 (expected)
2. FIG Working Group will consider final std and compare to FIG Ethics document (1997)
3. Working Group will revise FIG Ethics to align with IES and publish for consultation in 2017
4. Final FIG Ethics published 2017/18
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Discussion

1. Embedding Ethical standards – who is willing to show leadership and sign up their organisation to IES
2. Monitoring Ethical Standards – who?
3. Regulating Ethical standards – how?
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• Discussion cont’d;

4. Conflicts of interest
5. Case studies
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Thank you!